
Purpose of Creation

several others. Well, we have to have a thorough examination to be

sure he's competent to stand trial. Perhaps we. should put him in

the hospital for a few months and then let him go. After all its

not his fault. It's just the result of cause and effect!

Well, God created a cause and effect universe and yet Jesus tells

us that not a sparrow faliw to the ground without my rather's knowledge.
I heard Karl Seagan of Cornell University on the TV the other day, At

the end of the hour, Uonahue asked him, O you believe in God? He said,

It dpends what you mean by God. Some think of God as an old man up

in the sky somewhere, that not a sparrow falls without tits knowing,
Others think of God as the summation of all the forces of the universe.

Donahue said, Seagan said, But I know evolution is true, there

is no question of that. L)onahue said, someone must have started it,

made a start. eagan said, But Oh maybe It's just gone on like that

forever. Maybe way back In infinity there was no start. He said

That's Incomprehensible, yes, he said, but not impossible!
That is a type of mind, a type of idea that Is being dIs

seminated in our day, an attempt of Satan to destroy our realization

of the glory of God. But we must recognize that in this cause and

effect universe God can make * interfere w if he chooses. And we must

cecognize often that it is not necessary that He interfere because

he can have determined something 50 years ago, 100 years ago that

started a cause in process that has an effect on you or me today.
He may even have done that 100 years ago in response to our prayers

today, because God sees the end from the beginning. I had a friend

who was a student at Moody Bible Institute for a while and who got

very disgusted. He said, These people wilipray for money, and they
then go right to the post box and take out an envelope that's got
the money in it."God certainly could have acted last week or 100

years ago! in response to your prayer. The power of God tocontrol

physical things was brought back to me very very forcibly in 1960.

When I was in a car which turned over, I had 8 bones broken; none

of them were really serious breaks. After a time in a cast, I reached

a point where I got back most of my strength and within a year I

felt entirely normal except for one very small thing which still is

'with me to this day. About 6 or 8 months after it happened there

was a reason why it was good for me to got an x-ray. I remembered

ht"on I had been taken to the hospital after this happened aft..

had been demolished, in the hospital they had said, We'v o
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